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Semiconductor manufacturing scheduling is intricate due to the vast diversity of
products, operations, and advanced machines [1]. The goal is to allocate tasks effi-
ciently, ensuring timely delivery while meeting increasing demands. Modern wafer fab-
rication facilities have complex process flows, with each route undergoing hundreds of
operations by distinct tool groups [2]. The environment varies from conventional setups
to re-entrant flows where tasks revisit the same tools, leading to potential competition
for machine access. To address these challenges, the industry often employs custom or
machine-learned [3] rules for dispatching. We significantly extend our preliminary ap-
proach introduced in [4] and incorporate crucial features of realistic semiconductor fabs,
including flexible machine processing, setup, batching and maintenance operations, as
well as multiple optimization objectives reflecting the factory throughput, setup and
batching criteria. This paper advances the scheduling approach by modeling the pro-
duction process using Answer Set Programming with difference logic [5, 6], offering a
comprehensive solution that considers various critical aspects of semiconductor manu-
facturing.

Manufacturing Scenario: We consider a Semiconductor Manufacturing Scheduling
Problem (SMSP) inspired by the SMT2020 simulation scenario.

Hybrid ASP Approach: In our experiments using the SMSP encoding prototype [4],
we observed that predetermined machine operation assignments can compromise opti-
mal results. On the other hand, allowing complete flexibility can result in a surplus of
ground rules, which can decelerate the optimization, especially when there are numer-
ous machines in a tool group. To strike a balance, this study presents a constant named
sub_size. This dictates the number of machines that can be designated for an operation.
Specifically, a sub_size of 0 offers full flexibility, a value of 1 locks in the machine as-
signment, while any value above one restricts assignments to a subgroup within a tool
group, encompassing up to sub_size machines.

Another strategy determines the subgroup to which an operation is allocated, based
on a lexicographical index for operations to be processed by machines in the same tool
group. The allocation is influenced by the new constant lot_step. When lot_step is set to
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0, all operations from the same lot share a common index. If it is set to 1, operations re-
ceive consecutive indexes. The reasoning behind these strategies is to ensure operations
from the same lot follow each other, eliminating competition for machine access.

Within each subgroup, a setup strategy is introduced, which comes into play when
the constant by_setup is not set to 0. The objective is to sequence setups based on the cu-
mulative processing times of their operations, prioritizing those with longer processing
duration. Subsequently, to adhere this sequence, for assigning setups and their corre-
sponding operations to specific machines, always the least occupied machine for the
upcoming setup allocation is selected. The comprehensive encoding can be accessed
online. 4

Multi-objective Optimization: Our approach to multi-objective optimization integrates
minimization based on difference logic variable values [4, 7] with traditional ASP op-
timization capacities, using multi-shot solving functionalities [8]. This methodology is
applied to set constraints on operation completion times, factoring in processing times,
setup times, and maintenance.

The algorithm considers processing times for the first operations in production
routes and additional times for setups when necessary. It propagates time constraints
throughout the production route and the processing order of operations on machines,
taking into account maintenance and setup times. For batches, the algorithm ensures
synchronization of operation completion times, depending on the operation that finishes
last in a batch. The approach also involves makespan minimization. The algorithm it-
eratively seeks to find schedules with shorter makespans until it identifies an optimal
makespan. After the optimal makespan is identified, the algorithm then focuses on min-
imizing setup and batch violations using native ASP optimization. Setup violations are
given higher priority over batch size violations due to the additional time and effort
required to set up machines. In essence, the described approach balances multiple ob-
jectives, such as optimizing makespan and minimizing setup and batch violations, in a
sophisticated scheduling context.

Experiments: We designed a benchmark set centered on 10 production operations for
two product types from the SMT2020 scenarios [2]. These operations are processed by
machines from three tool groups, encompassing re-entrant flow, batching, setups, and
maintenance. In our focus, we utilized instances with 9 machines (3 per group) and an
increasing lot count. Testing was conducted using clingo[DL] (version 1.4.0) on a Dell
Latitude 5590, with two time limits per run: 450 seconds for makespan minimization
and 150 seconds for setup/batch violations. The results reveal the impact of flexibility
and strategy on the performance, highlighting challenges with scalability. Our bench-
mark, though extensive, only captures a fraction of larger semiconductor factories. The
complexity stems from intricate setup and maintenance operations. We believe that sim-
ilar scalability challenges might arise with other constraint programming encoding, but
ASP with difference logic aids in faster prototyping. Our goal is to find strategies to
break down large instances into manageable pieces, targeting specific bottlenecks or
operation flows.

4 https://github.com/prosysscience/FJSP-SMT2020
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